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A B S T R A C T
People often begin stories in conversation by referring to person, time, and
place. We study story beginnings in three societies and find place reference
is recurrently used to (i) set the stage, foreshadowing the type of story and
the kind of response due, and to (ii) make the story cohere, anchoring ele-
ments of the developing story. Recipients orient to these interactional affor-
dances of place reference by responding inways that attend to the relevance of
place for the story and by requesting clarification when references are incon-
gruent or noticeably absent. The findings are based on 108 story beginnings
in three unrelated languages: Cha’palaa, a Barbacoan language of Ecuador;
Northern Italian, a Romance language of Italy; and Siwu, a Kwa language
of Ghana. The commonalities suggest we have identified generic affordances
of place reference, and that storytelling in conversation offers a robust se-
quential environment for systematic comparative research. (Storytelling,
place, narrative, conversation analysis, interactional linguistics)*
I N T R O D U C T I O N
When we think about references to places like in the supermarket, at home, in
London, we often focus on their use in locating things and going to places. But
place references are not just neutral locators: they are as intersubjective, perspectiv-
al, and inferentially rich as any other device for reference in conversation. Here we
examine the use of place reference in everyday social interaction, focusing on a se-
quential environment that is common and comparable across languages: stories.We
study the interactional functions and linguistic formatting of place reference in story
beginnings in three unrelated languages: Cha’palaa, a Barbacoan language of
Ecuador; Northern Italian, a Romance language spoken in Italy; and Siwu, a
Kwa language of Ghana.
We define a place reference as a possible answer to a where-question. Any place
can be referred to inmany alternativeways, from place names to deictic expressions,
and from pointing gestures to topological descriptions (Levinson 2003). Also, place
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references can be logically contained in other place references, so they have a recur-
sive, fractal nature (Enfield 2013). The diversity of alternative reference forms pro-
vides people with resources for social action: choosing one possible formulation
over another is a way of doing interactional work. In an early study on ‘locational
formulation’, Schegloff (1972) pointed out how alternative formulations can be
used for actions beyond reference, for instance, to evoke a stage in life, to demon-
strate one’s knowledge of a city, or to foreground an activity. The formulation, rec-
ognition, and resolution of place reference relies heavily on conversational context
and shared cultural knowledge (Kuipers 1984; Basso 1984).
Work in descriptive and typological linguistics has documented the range of lin-
guistic resources for referring to place both within and across different languages
(Bloom, Peterson, Nadel, & Garrett 1996; Levinson &Wilkins 2006). The interac-
tional use of these resources, however, has received less systematic attention in
cross-linguistic research. Are there functions that place references consistently
fulfil across unrelated languages? And are comparable forms used for these func-
tions? Such questions can only be answered by a systematic comparative study of
place reference in conversation. Stories provide a good context to carry out such
a study, as they are found across cultures. We focus on personal stories told in ev-
eryday conversation—so-called ‘small stories’ (Bamberg & Georgakopoulou
2008)—and build on insights from conversation analysis, narrative research, and
linguistic typology to understand the interactional affordances of place reference
in story beginnings.
A N E X A M P L E
Let us set the stage with an excerpt from the BBC comedy quiz show QI. Comedi-
ans Jimmy Carr and Sue Perkins are talking with host Stephen Fry about funerals.
After some talk about picking coffin designs from a brochure (following a quiz
question about figurative coffins made in Ghana), Jimmy starts a story at line 5.1
(1) ‘I was once in a graveyard’, QI Series 7, Episode 13 (English)
1 Jimmy: Here’s a brochure
2 Stephen: hnea. ((nods))
3 Jimmy: Pick your favourite.
4 Stephen: Absolutely.
5 Jimmy: I was once in a (.) graveyard, with my little brother,
6 just walking throug it, [and he-
7 Sue: [You can’t begin a story with I was once in
a grave(h)[y(h.)
8 Audience: [((laughter))
9 Jimmy: (I was) walking through a graveyard=
10 Sue: =quite nonchalantly?
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11 Jimmy: (h)yeah(h), (.) I, you know the kind of old gravestones with the,
(.) with the curly bits at the [top ((gestural depiction of
gravestone))
12 Stephen: [yes:
13 Jimmy: and he thought that that’s where chefs were buried.
14 Audience: ((laug[hter))
15 Stephen: [↑oo:h.
At line 5, Jimmy says, I was once in a graveyard, with my little brother, just
walking through it. In overlap with the continuation of his turn, Sue comes in, You
can’t begin a story with ‘I was once in a grave(h)y(h.)’. Three things are notable
about this interruption. First, Sue identifies what Jimmy has done at line 5 as ‘begin-
ning a story’. So story beginnings are recognised as a relevant practice by participants
in interaction, and there must be features of Jimmy’s turn-so-far that enable its iden-
tification as an instance of one such beginning. Second, Sue’s interruption is a state-
ment about how one cannot begin stories. This implies a normative understanding of
how one SHOULD begin stories. Third, Sue singles out the place reference: when she
quotes Jimmy’s story beginning, she reproduces graveyard infusedwith laughter par-
ticles: grave(h)y(h.), eliciting laughter from the audience in return.
When Jimmy continues, Sue adds more detail on her reason for singling out this
place reference: quite nonchalantly? (line 10), pointing to an incongruity of setting
(graveyard) and activity (walking with your little brother). This brings to light the
inferentially rich nature of place reference. A given setting evokes certain relevant
activities and makes others unexpected or marked. So listeners inspect place refer-
ences in story beginnings for the kind of story they project, and may hold tellers
accountable for apparent incongruities.
Jimmy acknowledges Sue’s question with a laughter-infused confirmation
(line 11) and then finishes the story with a punchline, which relates to the visual
similarity of certain old gravestones to chefs’ hats. Following this punchline, the au-
dience laughs, and host Stephen Fry produces an appreciative interjection ↑oo:h,
both responses signifying a recognition that the story has now reached its conclu-
sion. The responses also show that one can perfectly well begin a story with I
was once in a graveyard, for instance, if the punchline relies on this setting. In
sum, story beginnings project something about endings, and listeners inspect begin-
nings for cues about when the story will end, when a response might be due, and
what sort of response is relevant (Jefferson 1978; Sacks 1992).
We see in this example that place references occur in story beginnings; that
listeners orient to what place references evoke, drawing inferences from them and in-
specting them for congruity with other elements of the story; and that place references
in this context can foreshadow and support the point of a story. While there seems to
be nothing artificial about the story in extract (1), it is told by a comedian during a
televised panel quiz in Britain, so we might wonder about the broader validity of
these observations. In what follows, we examine place reference in story beginnings
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in informal everyday conversations in three unrelated languages. Our aim is twofold:
(i) observe and explain the interactional and narrative affordances of place reference
in stories told in conversation, and (ii) use cross-linguistic data to determine to what
extent this is a general or a culturally specific phenomenon.
S T O R I E S I N C O N V E R S A T I O N
A prerequisite for the systematic comparative study of any conversational phenom-
enon is to identify a comparable context in which it occurs across different lan-
guages. This principle—by now established in comparative conversation-analytic
research (Zimmerman 1999; Stivers et al. 2009; Dingemanse et al. 2015) and
known as the natural or sequential control method (Dingemanse & Floyd 2014)—
ensures a controlled environment for comparison across languages, cultures, or
other relevant human differences. In this study, we focus on the context of stories
and in particular on story beginnings.
Stories are important in human social life: they help us organise and share our iden-
tities, traditions, and social relationships, reflecting the full gamut of human experience
(Bruner 1991). Stories are likely a universal human phenomenon (Barthes 1966) and
offer a rich and robust context for cross-cultural comparison.We define a story in con-
versation as a multi-unit turn in which a speaker produces a temporally ordered report
of some experience or event (Goodwin & Heritage 1990:298–300). In the present
study, we focus on stories that report the narrator’s personal experiences in everyday
social life, thoughweexpect that ourfindingswill apply toother typesof stories aswell.
Stories consist of multiple parts. Their internal structure makes story progression
recognisable to listeners (Sacks 1992a:255) and aids comprehension and recall
(Mandler & Johnson 1977). Scholars of narrative have drawn up various models
of story structure that include elements like ‘setting’, ‘theme’, ‘complication’,
and ‘resolution’ (Propp 1928/1968; Labov & Waletzky 1967; Rumelhart 1975;
Thorndyke 1977). Despite slight differences in models of story structure, and pos-
sibly larger differences conditioned by genre and mode of storytelling, one element
common to all of them is the setting (which Propp (1928/1968) called ‘initial sit-
uation’ and Labov & Waletzky call ‘orientation’), in which person, place, and
time are specified. People are better at dealing with stories that have brief orienting
introductions, as shown by various measures of comprehension and recall (Brans-
ford & Johnson 1972). Because story beginnings are found across cultures, and ex-
perimental research shows them to be important for comprehension and recall, they
provide an excellent place to study the interactional work done by place reference.
Story beginnings
Much of the work on story structure reviewed above has stipulated or assumed the
occurrence of story beginnings without giving much thought to their formulation or
composition, let alone interaction and co-construction. This reflects a long-standing
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tradition of reifying stories as stand-alone texts that can essentially be studied in iso-
lation. Here, in contrast, we are interested in how stories are launched in real-time
interaction (Schegloff 1997; Georgakopoulou 2015). Telling a story in conversa-
tion poses a nontrivial set of interactional challenges (Jefferson 1978; Goodwin
1984; Sacks 1992a: [1966, 1968]; Sidnell 2010:174–96; Yasui 2011). A prospec-
tive storyteller has to convey at least (i) THAT a story is coming up (to secure rights to
produce amulti-unit turn), (ii) WHAT kind of story it will be (so that recipients can tell
what kind of response is sought), and (iii) WHEN the story reaches completion (hence
when the response is due and free turn-taking can resume). An important place to do
at least some of the work towards these three goals is the story beginning (Sacks
1974). We can see this in Jimmy’s story in extract (1): his first turn is recognised
as a story beginning by the other participants; the story turns out to be a joke, as
is recognised by the laughter of the participants; and the story beginning creates
a context for the punch line of the joke, making the ending more recognisable.
Stories are sometimes launchedwith an explicit reference to the incipient storytell-
ing activity:Youwanna hearmuh- ehmysister toldme a story last night (Sacks 1974)
or I’ll tell you something (Jefferson 1978:248). Such ‘prefaces’ (Sacks) or ‘pre-begin-
nings’ (Jefferson) offer recipients a chance to solicit the full story (Sacks 1974:340).
Although pre-beginnings that explicitly refer to the storytelling activity are easy to
recognise, they are quite rare, at least in our corpora; more often, other features of
turn design allow a turn to function as a story beginning (Ervin-Tripp & Küntay
1997). Turns treated as story beginnings are often designedly incomplete: they
cannot stand alone as a full report of an event, and as such make two things relevant:
a response bya recipient, and the further telling of the story by the initiator. Such turns
are floor seekers—practices ‘that people use to have themselves, hopefully, selected
as next speaker, where they are current speaker’ (Sacks 1992a:665).
Turns treated as story beginnings often contain references to person, time, and/or
place (Sacks 1986; Sidnell 2010:179; Rossano 2012:74–75). As Sacks noted in his
analysis of a story told in conversation, ‘Bullocks is a place. And the initial formu-
lation of the story as a story about something happening at a place sets up a possi-
bility that it is thereafter possible to mobilise a series of place-indexical terms
(things like across the street, in front of the store, on the other side, etc.) which
are thereafter read as terms applying to the initially named place, and which—if
you watch the story you’ll see—are used in pretty much every utterance in the
story’ (Sacks 1986:132). This use of place reference is a ‘binding technique’: an
anchor to which subsequent referential formulations can tie back (Sacks 1986). Al-
though our principal focus here is on the story beginning, we also keep track of how
subsequent references to place contribute to coherence (Goodwin 1995).
Data and methods
The data for this study come from video corpora of naturally occurring conver-
sations among consenting participants in three unrelated languages from three
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continents: Cha’palaa, a Barbacoan language of Ecuador; Northern Italian, a
Romance language of Italy; and Siwu, a Kwa language spoken in Eastern
Ghana. We focus on informal conversation, as this is the most robust baseline
for comparative research into conversational structure (Dingemanse & Floyd
2014). Conversations were transcribed and annotated in ELAN (Wittenburg,
Brugman, Russel, Klassmann, & Sloetjes 2006) with attention to verbal as
well as visible behaviour. The resulting conversational corpora were sampled
for the occurrence of stories.
In the data, we find a total of 108 personal stories.Within this collection we iden-
tify story beginnings using the next-turn proof procedure (Sacks, Schegloff, & Jef-
ferson 1974;Moerman& Sacks 1988): story beginnings are turns treated as such by
the participants in interaction. This retrospective, interactionally grounded defini-
tion recognises story beginnings as interactional achievements (Schegloff 1982)
and makes it possible to investigate their design independently. Interactional evi-
dence that a turn is treated as a story beginning may come in the form of an explicit
ratification (as when Sue, in extract (1) above, identifies Jimmy’s practice as ‘begin-
ning a story’), but more often, it is in the form of a go-ahead response or continuer
by the story recipient, which ratifies the storytelling activity implicitly (see exam-
ples below).
Of the 108 stories in our collection, fifty-six—or a little over half—feature a
place reference in the story beginning (Table 1). So, in contrast to a common as-
sumption in narrative research, references to place are not part of story beginnings
by default or by definition. Their presence in some cases and absence in others
allows us to see their interactional affordances more clearly.
N A R R A T I V E A N D I N T E R A C T I O N A L
A F F O R D A N C E S
In Jimmy’s graveyard story above, we saw that story-initial references to places may
foreshadow a key point of a story and that listeners may inspect them for what they
evoke and imply about the progression of the story. Here we trace the interactional
uses of place reference in more detail. The analysis points to two central affordan-
ces: setting the stage and making the story cohere.
TABLE 1. Overview of the data.
Language Analyst Interactions Time sampled Story beginnings With place reference
Cha’palaa Floyd 3 1h00 34 16
Italian Rossi 9 1h50 36 16
Siwu Dingemanse 4 1h20 38 24
16 4h10 108 56
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Setting the stage
We start with another graveyard story, told in a different part of the world: Ghana.
Three men, Odo, Koku, and Ruben, are taking a break from work and sharing
stories about their experiences with dangerous animals. Koku has just finished
telling a story about people eating python meat. (While eating snake meat is not un-
common in this society, most hunters avoid python, to which mythical powers are
ascribed.) Odo’s telling in extract (2) is a second story, a common way to engage
with and respond to a first story (Sacks 1992a:764ff.). It relates to a dangerous en-
counter with a snake in the graveyard area.
(2) ‘One day in the graveyard’, Break_241548 (Siwu, Ghana)2
1 (3.2)
2 Odo: iyiɔ ̀ ìwɛ̃ abɔmɛ ̀ ní
day:INDEF one graveyard FP.urgent
‘one day in the graveyard {area}!’ ((areal point))
3 (0.5)
4 Koku: ↑M:↑ ((nods))
5 Odo: nto lo kɛlɛ ̀ sia, ìbɛrɛ itì ɔbe.
1S:PROG 1S go farm palm fruit it:ripe
‘I was on the way to farm, the palmfruit was ripe’
6 (0.7)
7 ngbɔ ɔ ́ mìmini só kùgɔ ́ ngbe.
how 3S:PST PLUR∼encircle self like this
((points up)) ‘the way it coiled, like this’ ((depicts a coiled snake))






29 Odo: nɛ ló- tsuara ũ ɔd̀ede ɔd̀oè nɛ.
TP 1S finally my hitting SCR:kill TP
‘and I- finally my hitting killed it.’
30 (1.4)
31 Koku: tsk (0.3) ayɛ lalaà adé mmɔ ̀ lo.
INTJ snakes bad:ADJ they:be there FP.advice




34 Koku: ayɛ lalaà ló!
snakes bad:ADJ FP.advice
‘bad snakes.’
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Odo begins with an indefinite time and a place reference supported by an areal
pointing gesture:One day in the graveyard {area}. As an adjunct phrasementioning
a time and place but no person or predicate, Koku’s turn is designedly incomplete, a
tell-tale characteristic of story beginnings. The final particle ni conveys a speaker’s
urgent demand for attention and serves as a claim of interestingness, helping to
justify what may follow as tellable. A brief pause at the transition relevance place
in line 3 provides an opportunity for a next speaker to come in and respond.
Koku’s response at line 4—a vocal response token ↑M:↑ accompanied by a head
nod—passes the floor back to Odo and functions as a go-ahead for the storytelling
activity. The noticeably high pitch and loudness of this response token signals that it
is doing something beyond its normal function as a continuer (Schegloff 1982): it
appears to display an orientation to the urgency and excitement built into the story
beginning through the ni particle. The head nod is a token of affiliation, claiming ‘I
know what you mean’ (Stivers 2008) and thereby confirming the noteworthiness of
the place mentioned in the story preface.
What is it about this graveyard area that makes it a good place for a second story,
given a first story about python meat? It is common local knowledge that the shady,
moist graveyard area is a preferred habitat for snakes, and some of this knowledge is
mobilised as the story continues. At line 5, Odo places himself in the area by ex-
plaining how he was on his way to farm in order to harvest palm fruit. To access
their farmlands, many people from the village follow a forest trail that passes
through the graveyard area (Figure 1). Combining speech and gesture, Odo de-
scribes how he encountered something coiled up in a tree (line 7), in reply to
which Koku displays his involvement in the story: ‘there it is’ (line 8). In the
FIGURE 1. The graveyard area from Odo’s story (extract (2)).
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body of the story (omitted here), Odo recounts how he carefully rounds the tree and
attacks the snakewith a cutlass. After some struggle, the snake uncoils andOdo deliv-
ers the final blow, as reported in line 29: ‘and I- finally my hitting killed it’. After this
climacticmoment,Odo’smulti-turn unit ends, providing an opportunity for recipients
to respond to the story. This is the moment where the place reference from the story
beginning proves relevant again, as shown by Koku’s reponse: tsk (0.3) ayɛ lalaà
adé mmɔ ̀ lo ‘tsk (0.3) bad snakes live there!’ (line 31) and by Ruben’s agreement
with that point (line 32).Koku’s statement underlines the ominous nature of the grave-
yard as a placewhere one encounters not just snakes, but ‘bad’ snakes, a description he
repeats after the response token m-hm by another story recipient (lines 32–34).
The initial place reference in the story beginning foreshadows something about
the story to be told, and hence what kind of response will be relevant. We refer to
this function of place reference as SETTING THE STAGE. The relevance of the graveyard
area as the stage for a story about dangerous snakes is revealed by Koku, who
orients to the relevance through a marked go-ahead response following the story
beginning and displays his understanding of the connection between the graveyard
area and ‘bad’ snakes at story completion.
A similar case is provided in extract (3). Speaker Luis projects the beginning of a
story by mentioning that he has heard about something, and then begins to tell the
story with a reference to activities set in a forest (lines 3–5). This beginning is fol-
lowed by a go-ahead response (line 8).
(3) ‘Three men went to the forest’, CHSF2012_08_05S3_101670 (Cha’palaa)
1 ((unrelated talk))
2 (1.9)
3 Luis: i-yaa kuinda mi-ja-mi-ya
1-FOC tell know-come-DCL-FOC
‘I heard tell {that}’
4 (1.9)
5 ma- pen ru-ku-la jele ne-mu-la-a uma kepenene
one- three man-COL forest walk-NMLZ-COL-FOC now morning
awendyushu
boar







9 Luis: pai tyatyu ke-tu-n de-ka-tya-a de-ti-sh
two shoot do-SR-IPF PL-get-NEG-FOC PL-say-EV
‘They say they shot at two but did not catch them.’
10 ((story continues))
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The reference to the generic setting of ‘the forest’ helps to set the stage for a story
concerning boar hunting, invoking an environment in which the hunters ‘follow’
and ‘shoot at’ the animal, activities that would not typically occur in other environ-
ments such as the town, the river, or the agricultural fields.
Additional evidence of the importance of place reference for setting the stage for
stories comes from cases in which it is absent (cf. Sidnell 2010:181), and in partic-
ular from cases in which its absence is noticeable, as in extract (4), where a listener
interrupts a story to ask for its spatial anchoring. Lucia begins a story in lines 2 to 4,
specifying a time (bymeans of verbal tense) and a person (bymeans of recognition-
al references to Ezequiel and his wife), but not a place.
(4) ‘There downriver’, Cha’palaa (CHSF2012_08_04S3_820570)
1 (4.0)
2 Lucia: tsei-’mityan (.) ezequiel(.) ura supu-n chu (1.0)
like.that-because Ezequiel good woman-A sit
‘That is why (I say) (.) Ezequiel (.) his wife really (1.0)’
3 supu-bain (1.3) ji-’ mi’ka-lare-’ supu-aa mi’kalare’ ji-n-tu (.)
woman-also go-seek-CAUS-SR woman-FOC seek-CAUS-SR go-IPF-SR
‘his wife also (1.3) (he) went and called (his) wife’
4 umbee-na ji-n-tu
man-small go-IPF-SR
‘as the young man went,’
5 Dalia: nuka-a tsa-dei-n juntsa-la
where-FOC like.that-PL-become that-COL
‘where did that happen with them?’
6 (0.2)
7 Lucia: anka-a pele-sha ((lipþgaze point))
there-FOC downriver-LOC
‘there downriver’ ((lipþgaze point))
8 Sandra: yei-la-’ junka-a
3-COL-POSS there-FOC
‘at their place’
9 Dalia: ya-’-ma-la junka ji-nu-u-shee
3-POSS-mother-COL there go-INF-be-EV
‘she really should have gone to her mom’s place’
10 Lucia: ya ba-li-’ jinu ya naa chu-’-ba ji-mu-u
3 go.down-go.in-SR go-INF 3 how sit-SR-also go-AG.NLMZ-Q
‘havinggonedown there like that, howcould shegoalso{tohermother’s}?’
11 Dalia: mm
‘yeah’
12 Lucia: i-ya ba-li-’ ji-mi tse junka…
1-FOC go.down-do.in-SR go-DCL like.that there
‘as for me, if (she) went there like that’ ((continues))
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Lucia begins telling a story, but is soon interrupted byDalia, who asks ‘Where did
that happen with them?’ (line 5). This where-question shows the recipient’s orienta-
tion to place reference as a required feature of this story beginning (Sidnell
2010:179–80), the initial absence of which is noticeable and needs to be repaired.
The subsequent clarification delays the continuation of the story by starting a side se-
quence (Jefferson 1972). In the next turn, Lucia provides the place reference: ‘There
downriver,’ combinedwith pointing by gaze and lips (line 7). Then, Sandra also steps
in to help clarify: ‘at their place’. These responses pave the way for the resumption of
the story. Before this happens, however, Dalia offers an opinion about where the pro-
tagonist should have gone instead (line 9), adding further reasons for the relevance of
place in this story and also demonstrating hermembership as a recipient ‘in the know’
(for further discussion of the relation between knowledge and membership in story-
telling, see Sidnell 2000). With the missing place reference properly dealt with and
the stage fully set, Lucia resumes the telling of the story.
Making the story cohere
So far we have focused on one first affordance of place reference in story begin-
nings: setting the stage, where referring to place helps to signal that a story is
being launched and to show what kind of story it is. In this section, we show that
place reference does further anchoring work, by providing a reference point for sub-
sequent elements and developments of the story.We refer to this function as MAKING
THE STORY COHERE.
In extract (5), Fedro is talking with Romeo about his touchscreen mobile phone,
which he has recently acquired from another member of his family (lines 1–2). As
Fedro begins to evaluate his new phone (line 5), he launches a story to demonstrate
the main disadvantage of a touchscreen, namely that the keypad cannot be felt with
fingertips, whichmakes it difficult to use the phone in situations of poor visual access.
FIGURE 2. ‘There downriver’ ((lipþgaze point)) (extract (4), line 7).
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(5) ‘I got to the top of Holy Hill’, CampFamTavolo_414710 (Northern Italian, Italy)
1 Fedro: nient no lo vol nesuni l’è ari-
nothing not 3S.A want-3S nobody 3S.SCL=be.3S arrive-PSTP
l’è arivà a mi
3S.SCL = be.3S arrive-PSTP to 1S.D
‘nothing, nobody wants it, it go- it got to me’
2 dopo aver fat el giro de tuta la famiglia
after have-INF make-PSTP the round of all the family
‘after it was passed on by everyone else in the family’




5 Fedro: è scomodi- cè no mi ‘l trovo anca [comodo
be.3S inconvenient-SUP PCL no 1S.N 3S.A find-1S also handy
‘it’s very inconvenie- I mean well for one thing I find it handy’
6 Romeo: [li è comodi
3P.SCL be.3P handy
‘are they handy?’
7 Fedro: ma som arivà ‘n zima a- al al
but be.1S arrive-PSTP in top at at-the at-the
‘but I got to the top of the the the’
8 (0.4)
9 Fedro: a mm mm ‘n zima mm en mes fa che son nà a far
at in top one month ago LNK be.1S go-PSTP to do-INF
na sciadina
one skiing-DIM
‘the mm mm to the top mm a month ago when I went skiing’
10 som arivà ‘n zima al Col Sant
be.1S arrive-PSTP in top of-the NAME
‘I got to the top of Holy Hill’
11 (0.5)
12 Fedro: no vedevo niente
not see-IPF-1S nothing
‘I couldn’t see anything’
13 (0.5)
14 Fedro: ho p- pigià per per veder se riuscivo a far
have-1S press-PSTP for for see-INF if manage-IPF-1S to make-INF
‘na telefonada
one call
‘I p- pressed to to see whether I could make a call’
15 ala Loretta dela serie vara che fra ‘n oreta doe som
to-the NAME of-the series look-IMP.2S CMP within one hour two be.1S
a casa
at home
‘to Loretta, of the kind “In an hour or two I’ll be home”’
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16 (0.7)
17 Fedro: boh niente vabè alora vai in mosca
PCL nothing PCL then go-NPST-2S in fly
‘dunno, never mind then, to blazes!’
18 meto ‘n scarsela e sento dala scarsela pronto: pronto::
put-1S in pocket and perceive-1S from-the pocket ready ready
‘I put it in my pocket and hear from the pocket “hello: hello::”’
19 la Loretta che che no so perché
the NAME REL REL not know-1S why
‘it was Loretta who who I don’t know why’
20 ho fat- ho ciamà l’ho ciamada
have-1S make-PSTP have-1S call-PSTP 3S.A = have-1S call-PSTP
ma no so c ome
but not know-1S how
‘I did- I called her but I don’t know how’
At line7,Fedro launches a storyabout an event takingplacewhenhegot to the topof
amountain. As he formulates the name of the place, however, he runs into a disfluency
or hesitation (‘I got to the top of the the the the mmmm to the top mm’, lines 7 and 9).
One of the possible reasons for this is that Fedro may be unsure about which reference
form to use (the name of the mountain or of the particular peak). Whatever the reason,
this prolongedhesitationgives him the opportunity to insert twootherelements into the
story beginning: a time reference (‘a month ago’) and the activity he was involved in
(‘when I went skiing’), after which he reformulates the place reference and completes
it with the name of the peak he had climbed: Col Sant ‘Holy Hill’ (line 10).
Situating the events on a mountain peak serves the coherence and contextualisa-
tion of Fedro’s story in at least two ways. For one thing, it helps to make sense of
why all of a sudden Fedro ‘couldn’t see anything’ (line 12), the reason being that
mountain peaks can quickly become very foggy, especially during winter. At the
same time, the reaching of a mountain peak means that Fedro’s hike is at its culmi-
nation. This explains why he would make a call to his wife at that point to give her
an estimate of when he is going to be back home (lines 14–15).
The punch line of the story is that, shortly after Fedro gives up trying to start the
call (line 17) and puts the phone back in his pocket (line 18), he hears his wife’s
voice coming out from the pocket (‘hello: hello::’), showing that he had after all
managed to start the call even though he couldn’t see the keypad (lines 19–20).
So situating what happened to Fedro ‘on the top of Holy Hill’ helps the under-
standing of two core components of the unfolding story: his inability to see the
phone’s keypad and the making of a call to his wife to tell her that he is going to
be home soon.
The next case sheds further light on the relation between place reference and
story structure by illustrating the consequences of failing to situate events in their
appropriate places. Romeo has been talking about his brother, who is an eccentric
man with a passion for animals. At line 5, Romeo launches a story about the
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domestic animals that his brother used to keep when they lived together with their
parents, including a dog, chickens, rabbits, and a horse (the story is part of a series
of stories illustrating the brother’s love for animals). As the different animals are in-
troduced into the story in chronological order, Romeo’s recipients react humorously
to his apparent failure to situate the adoption of different animals in different places.
(6) ‘Still in the condominium?’, CampFamTavolo_2230346 (Northern Italian,
Italy)
1 Enzo: sto chi l’è ’l to fradel dei animali
this here 3S.SCL be.3S the your brother of-the animals







5 Romeo: dopo sen nadi [en condom-
after be.1P go-PSTP in condominium
‘then we moved into a condom-‘
6 Enzo: [ma vedet l’è emprinting
but see-2S = 2S.SCL 3S.SCL = be.3S imprinting
‘see? It’s imprinting’
7 l’è dal’ini[zio che (l’è un)
3S.SCL = be.3S from-the = beginning that (3S.SCL = be.3S one)
‘it’s from the beginning (that he is)’
8 Romeo: [sen nadi en condominio
be.1P go-PSTP in condominium
‘we moved into a condominium’
9 (0.6)
10 Romeo: e l’ha comprà en caign el l’ha
and 3S.SCL = have-3S buy-PSTP one dog 3S.A 3S.SCL = have-3S
‘and he bought a dog, and’
11 (0.3)
12 Romeo: e l’ha met- l’ha mes
and 3S.SCL = have-3S put- 3S.SCL = have-3S put-PSTP
‘and he put it, he put’
13 (0.9)
14 Romeo: en del condominio gh’era sto caign e nesuni e
in the condominium EX = be.IPF-3S this dog and nobody and
‘in the condominium there was this dog and nobody and’
15 uh uh capì
uh uh understand-PSTP
‘uh uh do you understand?’
16 (0.4)
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17 Romeo: cè l’è
PCL 3S.SCL = be.3S
‘I mean it’s’
18 (0.3)
19 Romeo: le galine
‘the chickens’
20 Emilia: ((chuckles))
21 Romeo: e i cunei
‘and the rabbits’
22 Romeo: cè l’è sempre sta così per cui heh heh
PCL 3S.SCL = be.3S always be-PSTP like.this for which
‘I mean he’s always been like this therefore heh heh’
23 (4.6)
24 Romeo: finché l’è arivà ’l caval
until 3S.SCL = be.3S arrive-PSTP the horse




‘the dream {of his life}’
27 Emilia: [((smiles))
28 (0.6)
29 Plinio: n- nel condominio sempre
in-the condominium always
‘still in the condominium?’
30 Mario: [mmmmh
31 Emilia: [((laughs))
32 Romeo: no no no ( )
no no no ( )
33 Mario: ((laughs))
34 Romeo: ( )
35 Emilia: ((laughs)) (i) feva un po’ fadiga a farlo
(3P.SCL) make-IPF-3P one bit fatigue to make-INF = 3S.A
‘it was a bit difficult to’
36 entrar la sera
enter-INF the evening
‘squeeze it back in at night’
37 Fedro: sì e soprattutto a sconderlo ai condomini i
yes and above.all to hide-INF = 3S.A to-the neighbours 3P.SCL
feva fadiga
make-IPF-3P fatigue
‘yes and above all it was a bit difficult to hide it from the neighbours’
After a brief interruption (lines 6–7), Romeo restarts the story: ‘we moved into a
condominium and he bought a dog’. He then reiterates the two basic elements of
the story—the fact that his family lived in a condominium and the fact that the
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dog was with them in the flat—but without adding much development and leaving
two units unfinished (‘he put’, line 12, ‘and nobody and’, line 14). At this point, he
proceeds to seek uptake (‘do you understand?’, line 15), plausibly expecting listen-
ers to recognise the bizarre contradiction in his brother’s behaviour: he wanted a
dog so badly that he lost sight of the fact that a condominium (which offers only
a limited living space) may not be the right home for a dog. As no uptake comes
from his listeners, Romeo introduces other animals that his brother used to keep
(chickens and rabbits, lines 19–21), but without specifying where these other
animals were kept. After a relatively long pause (line 23), Romeo adds yet
another animal to the story: the horse—his brother’s ‘life dream’. The use of the
deictic verb ‘arrive’ suggests that the horse was kept in the same place as the pre-
vious animals. And since Romeo hasn’t resituated the events after setting the
story in the condominium, an ambiguity arises as to whether the horse, too, was
kept there. This is what Plinio picks up on at line 29, where he jovially asks
whether what Romeo is telling took place ‘still in the condominium’. This sparks
the laughter of the other listeners and occasions further facetious comments on
the unlikely case of a horse living in a condominium (lines 35–37).
To sum up, here the storyteller fails to resituate the events being told at a point at
which this would be relevant. The lack of a reference to the place where the horse
was kept creates an incoherence in the story. The recipients’ responses draw atten-
tion to this, bringing to light the fact that subsequent elements and developments of
a story continue to be understood by reference to the place specified at the begin-
ning, unless noted otherwise. The possible incoherence here is first revealed by a
question (‘still in the condominium?’), which elicits laughter from Emilia.
Despite Romeo attempting to quickly resolve the problem with a negative
answer (‘no no no’), the incoherence attracts further banter. The recipients’ behav-
iour here points to the normative nature of story composition, the coherence of
which involves an adequate specification and tracking of place.
The cases discussed in this section show how place reference contributes to a
story’s coherence. Narrators can use references to places as a binding technique
to introduce and contextualise other elements and developments of the story. Recip-
ients orient to this function by tracking where different events happen and by point-
ing out potential incongruities.
Underspecified and implied place reference
The place where a story is set is not always explicitly referred to at its beginning.
Sometimes it is underspecified or simply absent (see Table 1). Although such ab-
sences may be noticeable and lead to interactional trouble, as in extract (4) above,
often enough they seem to pose no problem. How do participants deal with this? Let
us start with a story beginning featuring a maximally underspecified place refer-
ence: ‘wherever’.
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In Extract (7), Aku and Beatrice are outdoors in Beatrice’s compound. Beatrice
is stirring some palm fruit pulp in a pot on the fire. Aku is sitting a short distance
away from her when she begins a telling.
(7) ‘The other day, wherever I was’, Palmoil_4_1853675 (Siwu, Ghana)
1 (5.0)
2 Aku: igɔ ̀ dedà ilɛ ló-sè=
other.day WH place 1S:PST-be
‘the other day, wherever I was’
3 =fiɛ ló- ló-bà la-a-bara kàmɔ-[kaɣɛì ló
when 1S 1S:PST-come 1S-FUT-make rice-DIM.mortar FP.advice
‘when I- I’d done a small rice-mortar ((i.e. pounded palm fruits in the
quantity of a rice mortar))’
4 Beatrice: [((turns head to Aku))
5 (0.4)
6 Aku: ǹdo lowètè (0.2) ↑kpɔ↑ (0.9) ↑kpɔ↑ (0.9)
1S-PROG 1S-pound IDPH.impact IDPH.impact
‘I’m pounding, (0.2) ↑kpɔ↑ (0.9) ↑kpɔ↑ (0.9)’
7 lo-ya lo-wãrã
1S-stop 1S-rest
‘I stopped and rested.’
8 Beatrice: krɔ ̃ àbɛrɛ wa lowete ǹgbe
now palmnuts REL 1S-pound here
‘Right now the palm fruit that I’ve pounded here,’
9 ũ nìtɔ mɛ ũ-ɣe ibo nɛ to ɔb̀a làade fiɛ
1S self me 1S-know pain REL PROG SCR-come 1S:FUT:consume before
là:a:rɛ
1S:FUT:sleep
‘I myself know the pains I’ll go through before I get to lie down.’
In beginning with ‘the other day, wherever I was’, Aku refers to a time, a person,
and a very underspecified place: ‘wherever’, an expression composed of the
generic content question word deda and the word for ‘place’ ilɛ. When she adds
more information about what she had been doing, Beatrice turns her head to look
at Aku, displaying her orientation to the telling-in-progress (lines 3–4). Aku pro-
duces a laborious re-enactment of the heavy work of pounding palm fruits to
make oil, then notes how she had to stop and take a rest (lines 6–7). In response
to this, Beatrice produces a second story, beginning with another time-person-
place triad: ‘right now the palm fruit that I’ve pounded here’ (line 8). Second
stories display an analysis of the point of the previous story (Sacks 1992a:765).
By referring to the heavy labour and the toll it takes (‘I myself know the pains
I’ll go through before I get to lie down’, line 9), Beatrice affiliates with the
stance expressed in Aku’s story, revealing an understanding of the trouble and
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thereby displaying her analysis of Aku’s story as an instance of troubles-talk
(Jefferson 1988).
In these two brief tellings, place is not made interactionally relevant in the same
way that we have seen in the previous sections. In the first telling, it is hard to see
how the indefinite expression ‘wherever’ could set the stage; if anything, it dis-
claims the relevance of place for the unfolding story. Beatrice’s second telling is
about what she has just finished doing, suggesting her understanding of the previ-
ous story as being relevant for the labouring of participants here and now (quite lit-
erally: ‘right now’ and ‘here’ are built into her story beginning). Indeed, for about an
hour before extract (7) begins, Beatrice has pounded and processed two full baskets
of oil palm fruits, during which Aku has been present all the time. Setting the stage
is therefore unnecessary: the speakers already inhabit it, with the relevant actors and
activities present before their eyes.
In sum, underspecification of place does not necessarily prevent recipients from
making sense of a story. Such underspecification happens when the story is an-
chored in the here and now, and recipients can infer relevant activities and actors
from the current situation.
Extract (8) makes visible the interactive retrieval of relevant story elements fol-
lowing an underspecified initial reference. Elia launches a story by appealing to the
shared memory of a ‘memorable discussion’ (‘you remember that memorable dis-
cussion: right?’, line 2), a device proposing the event as tellable to the others
present. Elia’s initiating turn does not specify a place for the memorable discussion,
nor the people involved in it. In what follows, Dino and Rosa display shared knowl-
edge of the events, casting themselves as co-tellers with Elia. All three co-tellers
contribute to specifying elements of person and place in order to share the events
with others who were not present at the time. In the target line 7, Elia uses the
deictic locative lì ‘there’, accompanied by a pointing gesture, to refer to the chair
on which Rosa is sitting—the exact place from which he once delivered the mem-
orable joke that is the kernel of the story.
(8) ‘I was even sitting there’, Letto-Ed_513961 (Italian)
1 ((unrelated talk))
2 Elia: ti ricordi quella mitica discussione: vero
2.D remember-2S that legendary discussion true
‘you remember that memorable discussion: right?’
3 Dino: è vero è vero me la ricordo ( ) la Rosa(hh)
be.3S true be.3S true 1S.D 3S.A remember-1S ( ) the NAME
‘right right I remember ( ) Rosa(hh)’
4 (.)
5 una delle tue battute migliori Elia
one of-the your jokes better NAME
‘one of your best jokes Elia’
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6 Rosa: esatto che bello::: [eravamo-
exactly what beautiful be.IPF-1P
‘that’s right, how great::: we were-‘
7 Elia: [ero anche seduto lì ((points to chair))
be.IPF-1S also seated there
‘I was even sitting there’
8 Rosa: eravam- esatto sì eravamo: io la Viola la Serena
be.IPF-1P exactly yes be.IPF-1P 1S.N the NAME the NAME
‘we wer- yeah that’s right, it was me, Viola, Serena’
Together with the previous example, extract (8) shows that people may draw on
the here and now—on the actors and activities connected to the current situation—
to resolve minimal or underspecified place references and situate the unfolding
story.
Another way to make sense of underspecified place references is by drawing on
places mentioned in prior talk. Extract (9) involves three people: a child named Leo,
his dad, and his uncle. Before the extract begins, Uncle has complimented Leo on
winning a board game they played together a couple of weeks before. To put
Uncle’s praise into perspective, Dad has then mentioned another game of the
same kind—in which Uncle did not participate—that had to be suspended due to
Leo’s unfair play. As Dad goes on to describe Leo’s reckless moves during the
game, an ambiguity arises as to which game he is referring to, and the people
that participated in it. This causes Uncle to initiate repair on Dad’s talk (lines 4
and 8), to which Dad responds by beginning a proper telling of the suspended
game (lines 9–10).
(9) ‘Did he come to play Risk?’, Fratelli_1690583 (Italian)
1 Dad: ma c’è il figlio di Luigi che era l’altro giocatore
but EX = be.3S the son of NAME REL be.IPF-3S the = other player
‘but there’s also the son of Luigi, who was the other player,’
2 si chiama Zorro pure lui ((to Leo))
IM call-3S NAME also 3S.N
‘whose name is Zorro too’
3 (0.3)
4 Uncle: ma- (0.3) altro giocatore
‘but- (0.3) other player?’
5 (1.7)




8 Uncle: avete- è venuto [a giocare a Risiko
have-2P be.3S come-PSTP to play-INF to Risk
‘did you- did he come to play Risk?’
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9 Dad: [abbiam fatto una partita l’altro giorno
have-1P do-PSTP one match the = other day
‘we had a game the other day’
10 con Luigi (0.5) Zorro (0.5) e Cosimo
with NAME NAME and NAME
‘with Luigi (0.5) Zorro (0.5) and Cosimo’
11 Uncle: ma dai
but PCL
‘how cool!’
The deictic verb venire ‘come’ contained in Uncle’s second repair initiation
(‘did he come to play Risk?’, line 8) indicates his understanding that the suspended
game took place in Leo’s house, the same place of the previous game, and also the
place where the current interaction is happening. So, when Dad begins to recount
the suspended game in detail (‘we had a game the other day with Luigi, Zorro
and Cosimo’), he can assume that the place of the story is part of their common
ground, and omit it from the beginning.
Not mentioning or specifying the place where something happened may have
different reasons, but two recurrent nonexclusive ones are that (i) the place is the
same as where the story is being told, and can be retrieved from the here and
now, and (ii) the place can be inferred from prior talk. Minimal, underspecified
or absent place references are quite common in story beginnings in our sample.
This can plausibly be related to the omnirelevance of the here and now in informal
face-to-face social interaction and to people’s tracking of reference across related
spates of talk.
E L E M E N T S O F L I N G U I S T I C F O R M A T T I N G
We began by noting that references to place are charged with interactional and cul-
tural meaning, and are far more than neutral, decontextualised locators. In a seminal
study of place formulation, Schegloff (1972) observed that place references in in-
teraction reveal and afford three kinds of analysis: (i) a location analysis, concerning
the relation between the place reference and the location referred to; (ii) a member-
ship analysis, concerning the social relations and epistemic positions of participants
in the interaction (e.g. whether they can be expected to know the place by this ref-
erence); and (iii) an activity analysis, concerning the relation of the linguistic for-
matting and the larger social action it contributes to in the interaction. The
analysis above has shown how people orient to each of these aspects of place ref-
erence in interaction, and more generally how referring to place helps shape unfold-
ing stories.
The interactional affordances of place reference are supported by their linguistic
design. In the story beginnings in our sample, place references are built out of five
broad types of linguistic devices, which occur in all of the languages: deictics
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(‘here’, pointing gestures), proper names (‘Holy Hill’), place-through-person (‘the
late Porfirio’s place’), settings (‘graveyard area’), and spatial relational terms (‘in’,
‘at’, ‘the top of’, ‘around’, and equivalents). These formats do not exhaust all of the
linguistic options for formatting place reference (as catalogued in e.g. Schegloff
1972 and Levinson & Wilkins 2006). Other forms of reference such as street ad-
dresses are useful for locating buildings in the absence of detailed local knowledge,
but precisely because of that they are less useful for setting the stage of a story
(unless they become more than just an address by virtue of common knowledge,
as in Downing Street 10). Micro-scale locational formulations like on your left
cheek or in the cupboard can be useful to make noticings or requests—to point
out that a friend has some food on their face or to tell another where to get the
plates—but are unlikely to afford either the stage-setting or coherence-building
uses of place references in story beginnings. The kind of linguistic formats we
find in story beginnings help shape the storytelling activity and are at the same
time constrained by it.
Inventories of linguistic practices for referring to placewill always showa degree
of language-specificity. For instance, languages differ in the type and amount of de-
monstratives theymake available; and one language’s locative postpositionsmay be
another’s nominal classifiers. It is possible that such differences have implications
for the interactional work that can be done with place reference, although we have
not seen evidence of this in the context of story beginnings in these three languages.
The linguistic diversity is structured along several dimensions that are applicable
across languages. Two such dimensions that are interactionally relevant for place
reference are the degree to which the referring expression pinpoints a specific
site versus a generic scene (location vs. setting), and the degree to which its recog-
nisability is limited to a subset of members (recognitional vs. nonrecognitional).
First, place referencesmay differ in extent towhich they specify a place or invoke
activities and actors (Enfield 2013). Some references are primarily LOCATIONS: they
tell you where something is. Examples are street addresses or coordinates, though
more typical in stories are waypoints like the southern gate or demonstratives like
here. Other references are primarily SETTINGS: they invoke activities and actors.
Typical examples are in town or the forest. Locations and settings are not always
clearly distinct, and indeed many place references combine elements of both.
Figure 3 illustrates these overlapping sets with place references from the story
beginnings analysed above.
In story beginnings, we often encounter place references that combine aspects of
locations and settings. The ‘graveyard area’, for example, is a known location to the
participants in the Siwu extract (2), but at the same time also a setting for ominous
encounters. Similarly, ‘the top of Holy Hill’ in the Italian extract (5) pinpoints a par-
ticular mountain peak, but also serves to anchor the narrative as relevantly happen-
ing in a foggy place. At the extremes of the location-setting continuum we
encounter place references that leave either location or setting open. A place refer-
ence like ‘here’ used in context with a pointing gesture is very specific in
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pinpointing a location, but leaves open relevant activities and actors. In contrast, a
generic setting like ‘the forest’ may invoke typical activities and actors, while
leaving open the precise location. In both cases, what is left open or underspecified
can be resolved or retrieved in other ways. As we saw above, specification may be
requested by recipients or volunteered by storytellers as the story develops, or it may
be left to inferences supported by context and common ground.
Orthogonal to the distinction between locations and settings is a contrast
between RECOGNITIONAL and NONRECOGNITIONAL references (Schegloff 1972; cf.
Enfield & Stivers 2007 for analogous observations in the domain of person refer-
ence). Recognitionals are references like proper names, whose resolvability
depends on the ability of recipients to identify the unique referent. Nonrecognition-
als are references like here, that can be used ‘by any speaker for any recipient about
any referent’ (Sacks & Schegloff 1979:17). The status of a place reference as recog-
nitional or nonrecognitional is to an important degree an interactional and interper-
sonal matter that can only be decided on the basis of participants’ orientations.
Some linguistic formats, however, are by design more recognitional than others.
Proper names like Col Sant ‘Holy Hill’ (extract (5)) or Pacific Palisades (Sacks
1992b:141) are prototypical instances of recognitionals, as they require local
members’ knowledge to be connected to actual places: nonmembers of the relevant
communities are unlikely to know that they refer to amountain peak inNorthern Italy
and to a neighbourhood in Los Angeles, respectively. In contrast, demonstratives or
generic terms like outdoors do not require the same kind of detailed local knowledge.
Given these two dimensions (location/setting and recognitional/nonrecogni-
tional), we can better understand the referential choices people make in story begin-
nings. Sacks already showed that people use initial place references as an anchor for
subsequent place references, which are often parasitic on the first (like the demon-
stratives in the graveyard stories). Here we have seen that initial place references
also provide an anchor for other story elements, by providing fertile ground for lis-
teners’ inferences, expectations, and interpretations about the unfolding story.
Since settings tend to evoke activities and actors, they are particularly useful for
the function of setting the stage. By contrast, recognitional references to locations
mobilise members’ knowledge, as in the village graveyard that is known to harbour
bad snakes (extract (2)), or the nearby peak that is known to be foggy (extract (5)).
The specific features of these places can be mobilised for the interpretation of story
elements that would be otherwise unexpected.
FIGURE 3. Locations and settings.
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Let us examine a final example demonstrating how the cross-cutting dimensions
of setting/location and recognitional/nonrecognitional are mobilised in interaction.
The case is complex, involving a story with multiple false starts, so it allows us to
take a closer look at the interactional challenges of beginning to tell a story. Some
women are chatting while processing maize. The conversation has turned to the
topic of distant husbands, and Charlotte discusses how she tried to convince a man
to leave Tema and Accra (places in the south of Ghana) and ‘come to our Akpafu
town here’—the same place where the interaction takes place. After contributions
by Doris and Aku, Beatrice starts something new at lines 5–6 that looks like a
story beginning—but she has trouble securing the floor to continue to tell the story.
(10) ‘The Juapong one’, Maize1_363152 (Siwu)
1 Charlotte: bɔrɛ Temà, bɔrɛ Gɛ Gɛ mmɔ, si kà aba Akpafù ɔmagɛ ̃ ̀
leave PLN love PLN PLN there LNK ING 2S:come PLN town
amɛ ngbe
inside here
‘leave Tema, get out of Accra there, and come to our Akpafu town here’
2 Doris: oo:, leì to lò ba
INTJ 1S:NEG PROG 1S come
‘oh, I’m not coming’
3 kuɔwɛ̃ ̀ na mɛ ̀ mmɔ.̀
no.one lack inside here
‘there is no one here for me.’
4 Aku: ɔ baba ɔ̃ la ɔ ̃ daà bo. fɔ aisɛ à daà bo.
3S PLUR∼come 3S:TP keep 3S:TP bother 1P you 2S:NEG:HAB 2S bother 1P
‘He might come and bother us. You won’t bother us.’
5 Beatrice: gɔ́ ló sɛ ̀ ipo àmɛ ́-
when 1S:PST go bush inside
‘When I went into the bush’
6 [ló di ayatà.
1S:PST pluck leaves
‘I was plucking leaves.’
7 Doris: [mɛ ̀ lo di ũ ̀ ɔr̀i, sí loò ba kere lo fɔ
me 1S give 3S way if 1S:PF come just 1S collect
‘I’ve let him go, when I return I’ll pick him up again’
8 Aku: oò wo! iìà lɛ́.
INTJ INTJ it:NEG:FUT be.good
‘Oh no, that isn’t good.’
9 Charlotte: ɛɛ, ɛ̃hɛ̃
yes INTJ.uhuh
‘Yeah, go on.’
10 Doris: te ià lɛ.
PROG it:FUT be.good
‘Oh, it’s good.’
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11 Aku: oo, iìà lɛ, nɛ ɔso nɛ:-
no it:NEG:FUT be.good TP reason TP
‘No, it’s not good, because-’
12 (0.3)






15 Beatrice: kà lòba làpɛgu Juapong ire ló
ING 1S.come 1S.FUT.hit PLN one FP




17 Beatrice: kù gɔ ló sɛ ̀ ipo amɛ
how when 1S:PST go bush inside




19 Beatrice: gɔ ́ mɛ ̀ sɔ laà di ayata.
when 1S:IND QT 1S:FUT pluck leaves
‘how as I said I was going to pluck leaves’
20 Aku: ãi, kà pɛgu sí bonɔ.̀
yes ING hit LNK 1P:listen
‘yes, get to it so that we listen’




23 Beatrice: si kà mìlo si minɔ ̀ ló
LNK ING 2P:be.silent LNK 2P:listen FP.advice







26 Beatrice: mɛ ̀ lota igɔ ̀ ìwɛ̃ sɔ laà di ayata
1S:IND 1S:get.up day one QT 1S:FUT pluck leaves
‘so I get up one day in order to pluck leaves’
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28 nɛ lòsɛ nɛ, foòfo nɛ,
TP 1S:go TP not.knowing TP
‘and I was walking, not knowing,’
29 ((story continues))
Beatrice’s turn at line 5, ‘when I went into the bush’, has all the features of a
typical story beginning: it mentions person, time, and place and is designedly in-
complete, making relevant a continuation. However, the continuation is fully over-
lapped by a contribution by Doris to the prior sequence, which in turn is responded
to by Aku (lines 7–8), with the effect that two out of three members of the potential
audience for Beatrice’s story are still involved in another conversational sequence.
Charlotte does provide a go-ahead response to Beatrice’s story beginning: ‘yeah, go
on’ (line 9), resulting in a schism (Egbert 1997). This continues with Doris and Aku
going on with their sequence (lines 10–11). At line 13, Beatrice seizes the oppor-
tunity provided by a brief silence in Aku’s unfinished turn to issue a summons to
her: ‘Junior sister!’, to which Aku answers positively, abandoning the schism she
formed with Doris. Having succeeded in drawing Aku’s attention, Beatrice now an-
nounces the possibility of a story more explicitly: ‘I’m getting to the Juapong one,
okay?’ (line 15).
This turn by Beatrice is a case of ‘reformulating place’ (Kitzinger, Lerner,
Zinken, Wilkinson, Kevoe-Feldman, & Ellis 2013), and its design needs a bit of
unpacking. First, Juapong is a proper name, specifically the name of a place
quite some distance south of where the story is being told. Whereas the setting
‘into the bush’ in the initial story beginning (line 5) did very little to tie the story
to the prior talk, this place reference helps establish the possible relevance of the
story in the context of a conversation that already involved several other far-away
places identified by name. Second, Beatrice specifically uses the recognitional
nature of the place reference to appeal to Aku and secure her involvement in the sto-
rytelling: ‘the Juapong one’ implies not just that Aku will know where Juapong is
and what kind of a place it is, but also that Aku, unlike the others, has access to the
events and may be able to confirm their tellability. That is exactly what happens:
Aku aligns with the storytelling activity by responding affirmatively, first to Beatri-
ce’s announcement of ‘the Juapong one’ (lines 15–16), then to two subsequent
turns in which Beatrice further specifies the setting (lines 17–18) and the activity
(lines 19–20). The latter affirmation comes with a highly explicit go-ahead response
‘yes, get to it so that we listen’ (line 20) through which Aku can be seen to orient to
the problems with recipiency encountered earlier.
Zooming out a bit, a few more things are notable about this case. First, settings
like ‘into the bush’ may be useful to set the stage (indeed we saw similar examples
in extracts (2) and (3)). But if they do not clearly tie to the preceding activity, the
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tellability of a story may be in doubt and the story may not be able to get off the
ground, especially when the beginning of the story is in competition with
another concurrent sequence. Second, a proper name—as a recognitional refer-
ence—can help to establish tellability both by linking back to prior talk and by ap-
pealing to people in the know. Third, proper names, because of their locational
properties and their direct link to members’ knowledge, have a greater ability to
uniquely identify stories; this is harder with settings due to their generic nature
(as a parallel, try referring to a joke as the bar one). Fourth, once tellability is estab-
lished with the help of the proper name, the stage is reset by reference to the setting
(‘bush’), which provides anchoring for the activity (‘plucking leaves’).
In sum, all place-reference formats offer their own combination of interactional
affordances, and speakers flexibly use them tomeet the needs and challenges of (co)
telling a story in social interaction. Story beginnings are an important locus to
observe this work being done, showing how place reference sets the stage and
helps make stories cohere—and even how it can help establish tellability and be
used to secure an audience, as in (10) above.
C O N C L U S I O N S
Place references are formally diverse, culturally meaningful, and inferentially rich.
In this article, we have focussed on a conversational context in which place refer-
ences regularly occur, and we have traced their interactional affordances and lin-
guistic formatting across three unrelated languages. When bundled with reference
to time and person, references to places help signal that a story is being launched.
As rich settings, they project what kind of story this is going to be and what kind of
response is expected. As precise locations, they help anchor the events across the
narrated world in which the story unfolds. As references that can be recognitional
or nonrecognitional, they mobilise members’ knowledge and help organise partic-
ipation. Place references are often crucial components of story structure, providing
the background for events to be understood. Failing to situate different events in
their appropriate places can lead to a halt or incoherence in the story, with recipients
asking for a missing reference to be provided or orienting to incongruity. These
findings from Cha’palaa, Italian, and Siwu confirm and expand observations
based on English stories by Sacks (1992) and Sidnell (2010:178–81). The conver-
gent and cumulative nature of the findings demonstrates the robustness and replica-
bility of comparative conversation analysis (Sidnell 2009).
Our study shows that stories in everyday conversation are a robust and promising
locus for systematic cross-linguistic comparison, complementing prior research that
has so far mainly focused on elicited narratives. It also affirms the importance of
looking at stories in interaction, as participants’ orientations to the tellability, con-
gruity, and coherence of stories provide crucial evidence for the narrative and inter-
actional affordances of place reference. Across the three unrelated languages
studied here, the roles of place reference in story beginnings emerge as strongly
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similar, suggesting that the functions of setting the stage and making stories cohere
are not just features of place reference in particular languages or cultures, but are
fundamental to storytelling as a human activity.
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1Transcriptions for data extracts use conventions specified in Jefferson (2004); interlinear glosses
follow the Leipzig glossing rules (Comrie, Haspelmath, & Bickel 2004).
2Grammatical glosses in the extracts are given below:
1P: 1st person plural
3P: 3rd person plural
1S: 1st person singular
2S: 2nd person singular
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